Facilitation tips for...

The Statue Game

Embodying Advanced Emotion Vocabulary

**Don’t skip playing the game with basic words.**
It’s enough to learn a new word- so be sure to let them learn the game with the basic words first.

**Plan relatable, engaging contexts to share for each advanced word.**
Use the Context Sentence Planner for support.

**Use physical and vocal expression to help visual learners and Multilingual Learners.**
Check out the Prep & Planning Guide for physical & vocal expression tips!

**Say yes to your students' ideas.**
You can do this nonverbally by trying out THEIR ideas for how to embody the words. Allow time to embody words multiple times, so that kids can notice how they feel in their bodies.

**Be specific and enthusiastic when describing your students.**
Stay curious about how different people experience emotion by describing a variety of physical choices. Use the Describing Tool for Face & Body

**Keep up a fun pace.**
Give yourself support so that you can keep the pace going.

**Have fun!**